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Abstract

We shed light on dark corners of TOM and expose its tendency to let small modules be swallowed by nearby
large modules. We propose a modification of TOM that improves its performance at keeping the large modules
at bay and small modules intact.

1 Introduction

The Topological Overlap Measure (TOM) was introduced in [1] to make networks less sensitive to spurious connections
or to connections missing due to random noise. Network nodes with high topological overlap can be considered to
be part of a densely interconnected cluster. While the original work [1] considered unweighted networks, the authors
of [2] generalized TOM to a weighted network.
While the conclusions of this report apply to general weighted networks, we will work predominantly with gene
co-expression networks in which the nodes are gene expression profiles

X = [xai ] , (1)

where the index a labels samples and the index i the genes (or probes; we will use the terms genes and probes
interchangeably). In the Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) framework, the adjacency aij
of genes i, j is usually defined as

aij = |cor(xi, xj)|β , (2)

where the so-called soft thresholding power β is an integer and often equals 6. To identify clusters (modules) of highly
co-expressed genes, one usually forms the pairwise Topological Overlap Measure (sometimes called Matrix)

TOMij =

∑
u6=i,j aiuauj + aij

min(ki, kj) + 1− aij
. (3)

In the denominator, the connectivity ki of gene i is defined as

ki =
∑
u6=i

aiu . (4)

TOM lies between 0 and 1 and is a measure of similarity: the higher TOMij , the more similar genes i, j are in terms
of their adjacency and connections to other genes in the network. For clustering, TOM is turned into a measure of
dissimilarity by subtracting it from 1. TOM has been used in many applications and is the default method of module
identification in the WGCNA package.

2 The mystery of disappearing small modules

Here we show that in certain situations, TOM may not separate a small module from a nearby large module; instead,
the TOM-based similarity would indicate that genes belonging to the small module are more dissimilar to one another
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than to genes in the nearby large module. In other words, even though the gene expression profiles in the small
module may be extremely similar (in fact, they may be identical), their pairwise topological overlaps will be smaller
than their overlaps with genes in the nearby large module.
Consider a simplified example of n genes, n1 of which have the (same) expression profile v1 and n2 of which have the
same expression profile v2. Thus, n = n1 + n2, and we will assume

n1 < n2 , (5)

We denote by M1 and M2 the sets (modules) of genes whose expression profiles are v1 and v2, respectively. Thus,
we assume the module M1 is smaller than the module M2. Further, we define

r = |cor(v1, v2)|β . (6)

The adjacency matrix of this network is simple: within each module, the adjacency equals 1, and between modules
the adjacency equals r:

aij =

{
1 for i, j ∈M1 or i, j ∈M2

r for i ∈M1, j ∈M2 or vice versa
(7)

We now calculate TOM. For i, j ∈M1 we have

ki = kj = n1 − 1 + n2r , (8)

and we obtain

TOMij =
(n1 − 1) + n2r

2

n1 − 1 + n2r
. (9)

For i ∈M1 and k ∈M2 we have
kk = n2 − 1 + n1r , (10)

so
min(ki, kk) = ki (11)

and we find

TOMik =
(n− 1)r

n1 + (n2 − 1)r
. (12)

We now make a simplifying assumption n1 + n2r � 1 − r, meaning that the denominators in Equations 9 and 12
can be considered equal. With this assumption we now examine the difference

TOMik − TOMij ≈
(1− r)(n2r − n1 + 1)

n1 − 1 + n2r
. (13)

This difference is positive whenever
1 + n2r > n1 . (14)

This perhaps surprising finding means that if the expression data set contains two co-expressed clusters whose
profiles are similar (the inter-cluster adjacency r is relatively high), and the sizes of the clusters are sufficiently
different (obeying the condition 14), the topological overlap among genes in the smaller cluster will be smaller than
the overlap between a gene in the smaller cluster and a gene in the large cluster. This in turn will mean that any
clustering method using TOM-based dissimilarity measure will find just one module containing all of the genes in
M1, M2.

2.a Simulated example

To demonstrate the above result in simulated data, we simulated a network of 100 genes in which n1 = 5 belong to
module M1 and n2 = 95 belong to module M2. The modules are simulated to be extremely tight, with correlations
between 0.999 and 1. The inter-module correlation is 1/

√
2 ≈ 0.7. We use a soft thresholding power β = 2. Thus,

r ≈ 0.5 and the condition 14 is satisfied. The following R code performs the simulation:
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library(WGCNA)

# number of genes

nGenes = 100

# module sizes as proportions of the total number of genes

modProps = c(0.05, 0.95, 0);

# Number of samples

nSamples = 50

# Generate seed eigengenes for the modules

set.seed(3);

v1 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = rnorm(nSamples);

# Modify v2 such that it is correlated with v1

v2 = v1 + v2;

eigengenes = cbind(v1, v2)

# Simulate expression data

data = simulateDatExpr(eigengenes, nGenes, modProps, minCor = c(0.999, 0.999));

expr = data$datExpr;

# Form the network. For this demonstration, we choose a low power of 2.

adj = adjacency(expr, power = 2);

TOM = TOMsimilarity(adj);

# Plot the resulting heatmaps.

labels = paste("M", labels2colors(data$allLabels))

sizeGrWindow(9,4.5);

par(mfrow = c(1,2))

par(mar = c(1,1,2,4));

labeledHeatmap(adj, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(adj, 2),

colors = greenWhiteRed(50, gamma = 2)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "Adjacency")

labeledHeatmap(TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = greenWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "TOM")

The plot generated by the above code is shown in Figure 1. The figure depicts the adjacency and TOM in the
network described above. Indeed, while the adjacency of the 5 genes (labeled by the blue color along the edges of
the heatmap) is high, their topological overlap is low.

2.b Simulated example with more realistic modules

Here we present anotheri, more realistic, simulated example. The simulated network is similar to the one simulated in
Section 2.a, but we let the expression profiles in each of the modules vary more. In the small module the correlations
of the module genes with the seed eigengene range from 0.8 to 1, while in the large module the correlations of the
module genes with the seed eigengene range from 0.6 to 1. Further, we raise the soft thresholding power to a more
realistic value β = 6. The R code performing the simulation follows:

library(WGCNA)

nGenes = 100

modProps = c(0.05, 0.95, 0);

nSamples = 50

set.seed(3);

v1 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = v1 + v2;
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Figure 1: Adjacency (left) and TOM (right) in the simulated network described in main text in Section 2.a. Each
row and column in the heatmaps corresponds to a gene. The genes are labeled by the colors along the side and
bottom of each heatmap: blue color labels the small module M1, turquoise color labels the large module M2. In the
heatmap, white color denotes low values and progressively darker red higher values. The figure illustrates that while
the adjacency of genes within M1 is high, their topological overlap is low.

eigengenes = cbind(v1, v2)

data = simulateDatExpr(eigengenes, nGenes, modProps, minCor = c(0.8, 0.6));

expr = data$datExpr;

adj = adjacency(expr, power = 6);

TOM = TOMsimilarity(adj);

labels = paste("M", labels2colors(data$allLabels))

sizeGrWindow(9,4.5);

par(mfrow = c(1,2))

par(mar = c(1,1,2,4));

labeledHeatmap(adj, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(adj, 2),

colors = greenWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "Adjacency")

labeledHeatmap(TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = greenWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "TOM")

The plot generated by the above code is shown in Figure 2. Again, while the adjacency of the 5 genes (labeled by the
blue color along the edges of the heatmap) is high, their topological overlap is lower than their topological overlap
with the hubgenes of the turquoise.
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Figure 2: Adjacency (left) and TOM (right) in a simulated network described in the main text, Section 2.b. Each
row and column in the heatmaps corresponds to a gene. The genes are labeled by the colors along the side and
bottom of each heatmap: blue color labels the small module M1, turquoise color labels the large module M2. In the
heatmap, white color denotes low values and progressively darker red higher values. The figure illustrates that while
the adjacency of genes within M1 is high, their topological overlap is low.

3 Alternate measures of topological overlap

We now briefly sketch 3 possible modifications of the Topological Overlap Measure that to some degree ameliorate the
undesirable “swallowing” of small modules by their large neighbors when measuring The numerator in Equation 3,∑

u 6=i,j

aiuauj + aij , (15)

is an uncentered covariance of the columns of the adjacency matrix (excluding elements corresponding to rows i, j)
with a correction by the adjacency matrix itself. From a statistical point of view it is natural to measure the similarity
of network connections of two nodes to all other nodes using a covariance measure of their adjacencies; hence, in the
alternate measures presented below we will keep the numerator unchanged. The denominator in Equation 3 serves
to normalize the covariance so that the resulting TOM lies between 0 and 1.

3.a Alternate measure 1: Replace minimum connectivity by a mean

We now consider a more conservative modification of TOM (Equation 3). We simply replace min(ki, kj) in the
denominator in Equation 3 by the mean,

mcdTOMij =

∑
u6=i,j aiuauj + aij

1
2 (ki + kj) + 1− aij

. (16)

While this measure is not immune to the problem encountered in Section 2, we provide an indication that it will
occur less frequently.
We consider the same setup as in Section 2: a simplified example of n genes, n1 of which have the (same) expression
profile v1 and n2 of which have the same expression profile v2, with

r = |cor(v1, v2)|β , (17)
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and n1 < n2. To further simplify the calculations, we assume that the number of genes is large, n � 1. For genes
i, j ∈M1 the modified measure is the same as the original one,

mcdTOMij = TOMij =
(n1 − 1) + n2r

2

n1 − 1 + n2r
for i, j ∈M1 . (18)

For genes i, k such that i ∈M1 and k ∈M2, we find

mcdTOMik =
2(n− 1)r

n(r + 1)− 2r

≈ 2r

r + 1
. (19)

We now show that if module M2 is much larger than module M1, more precisely when

n2r
2 � n1 , (20)

we will find mcdTOMik > mcdTOMij . The calculation is simple: under the assumption (20) we find

mcdTOMij ≈
n2r

2

n2r
= r . (21)

Since r < 1, we have

mcdTOMik ≈ 2r

r + 1

>
2r

2
≈ mcdTOMij (22)

Thus, even mcdTOM can lead to an inter-module similarity that is higher than the within-module similarity. How-
ever, the assumption (20) under which the negative result holds for mcdTOM is more restrictive than the condi-
tion (14) under which we derived the negative result for TOM . Therefore, in practice mcdTOM should be less likely
to make small modules “disappear” into big neighboring modules.

3.b Alternate measure 2: Normalize by connectivity in a “squared” network

Another alternative is to replace the connectivities in the denominator of 16 by

k
(2)
i =

∑
u6=i

a2iu , (23)

which can be interpreted as the connectivity in a “squared” network characterized by the adjacency matrix a
(2)
ij = a2ij .

The corresponding, “squared-network-denominator TOM”, is given by

sndTOMij =

∑
u6=i,j aiuauj + aij

1
2 (k

(2)
i + k

(2)
j ) + 1− aij

. (24)

This choice has the attractive property that the topological overlap of two nodes i, j whose adjacencies are identical,
aui = auj ∀u, is 1 (under the assumption that aij = 1). This also solves the problem that motivated this study, namely
that within-module topological overlap in a small module close to a large module is smaller than the between-module
topological overlap.

3.c Alternate measure 3: Turn covariance into correlation

Here we explore a modification of the denominator that resembles replacing a covariance by the corresponding
correlation. We take

corTOMij =

∑
u6=i,j aiuauj + aij√(∑

u 6=i,j a
2
iu

)(∑
u 6=i,j a

2
ju

)
+ aij

(25)
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It turns out that this measure does preserve the small module M1 in the examples simulated in Sections 2.a and 2.b.
However, in more realistic examples that contain unassigned (also known as “grey”) genes, this measure tends to be
high for unrelated genes whose adjacencies with all other genes are low, and hence tends to identify spurious modules.
This is a consequence of the fact the correlation is invariant under rescaling of its arguments; while corTOM defined
in Equation 25 is not quite scale-free, it is often large even for genes with low adjacencies.

3.d Simulated examples

Here we present results obtained by applying the alternate TOM measures to the examples simulated in Sections 2.a
and 2.b. We start with very tight modules (essentially the same expression profiles for all genes in a module) and
a low soft thresholding power β = 2 that demonstrates that the mcdTOM measure can also exhibit the problem of
letting small modules disappear.

# Define functions to calculate the mean denominator TOM

meanDenomTOM = function(adjMat, useActualMax = FALSE)

{

diag(adjMat)=0;

adjMat[is.na(adjMat)]=0;

connectivity=apply(adjMat,2,sum)

maxADJconst=1

if (useActualMax==TRUE) maxADJconst=max(c(as.dist(adjMat )))

Dhelp1 = matrix(connectivity,ncol=length(connectivity),nrow=length(connectivity))

denomTOM = as.dist((Dhelp1 + t(Dhelp1))/2) + as.dist(maxADJconst-adjMat);

rm(Dhelp1);

numTOM=as.dist(adjMat %*% adjMat +adjMat);

#TOMmatrix=numTOM/denomTOM

# this turns the TOM matrix into a dissimilarity

out1=as.matrix(numTOM/denomTOM)

rm(numTOM); rm(denomTOM);

collectGarbage();

diag(out1)=1

out1

}

# Function to calculate the TOM with denominator containing connectivities in the ‘‘squared’’ network

mean2DenomTOM = function(adjMat, useActualMax = FALSE)

{

diag(adjMat)=0;

adjMat[is.na(adjMat)]=0;

connectivity2=colSums(adjMat^2)

maxADJconst=1

if (useActualMax==TRUE) maxADJconst=max(c(as.dist(adjMat )))

Dhelp1 = matrix(connectivity2,ncol=length(connectivity2),nrow=length(connectivity2))

denomTOM = as.dist((Dhelp1 + t(Dhelp1))/2) + as.dist(maxADJconst-adjMat);

rm(Dhelp1);

numTOM=as.dist(adjMat %*% adjMat +adjMat);

#TOMmatrix=numTOM/denomTOM

# this turns the TOM matrix into a dissimilarity

out1=as.matrix(numTOM/denomTOM)

rm(numTOM); rm(denomTOM);

collectGarbage();

diag(out1)=1

out1

}

# Simulation code

nGenes = 100

modProps = c(0.05, 0.95, 0);

nSamples = 50

set.seed(3);
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v1 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = v1 + v2;

eigengenes = cbind(v1, v2)

data = simulateDatExpr(eigengenes, nGenes, modProps, minCor = c(0.999, 0.999));

expr = data$datExpr;

adj = adjacency(expr, power = 2);

TOM = TOMsimilarity(adj);

labels = paste("M", labels2colors(data$allLabels))

mTOM = meanDenomTOM(adj);

m2TOM = meanSquareDenomTOM(adj);

sizeGrWindow(8,8 );

#pdf(file = "Plots/2ModuleMergedByTOM-Normal-meanAndMean2Denoms.pdf", wi = 8, he = 8);

par(mfrow = c(2,2))

par(mar = c(1,1,2,1));

labeledHeatmap(adj, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(adj, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "Adjacency")

labeledHeatmap(TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "TOM")

labeledHeatmap(mTOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity denominator TOM")

labeledHeatmap(m2TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity(2) denominator TOM")

dev.off();

The resulting heatmaps are shown in Figure 3. The plot shows that while the inter-module mcdTOM measure is
higher than the within-module mcdTOM in the small blue module, the difference is not as pronounced as in the case
of plain TOM.
Next we simulate the somewhat more realistic example of modules that are looser and we raise the soft thresholding
power to 6. For clarity, we have changed the color scale so that the heatmap turns red at lower values than in the
previous plots.

nGenes = 100

modProps = c(0.05, 0.95, 0);

nSamples = 50

set.seed(3);

v1 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = rnorm(nSamples);

v2 = v1 + v2;

eigengenes = cbind(v1, v2)
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Figure 3: Adjacency, TOM, mean-denominator TOM, and squared-network-denominator TOM in the simulated
network described in main text in Section 2.a. Each row and column in the heatmaps corresponds to a gene. The
genes are labeled by the colors along the side and bottom of each heatmap: blue color labels the small module M1,
turquoise color labels the large module M2. In the heatmap, white color denotes low values and progressively darker
red higher values. The figure illustrates that while the adjacency of genes within M1 is high, their topological overlap
is low in TOM and mean-denominator TOM, but is high again in the squared-network-denominator TOM.
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data = simulateDatExpr(eigengenes, nGenes, modProps, minCor = c(0.80, 0.60));

expr = data$datExpr;

adj = adjacency(expr, power = 6);

TOM = TOMsimilarity(adj);

labels = paste("M", labels2colors(data$allLabels))

mTOM = meanDenomTOM(adj);

m2TOM = meanSquareDenomTOM(adj);

sizeGrWindow(8,8 );

#pdf(file = "Plots/2ModuleMergedByTOM-Normal-meanAndMean2Denoms.pdf", wi = 8, he = 8);

par(mfrow = c(2,2))

par(mar = c(1,1,2,1));

labeledHeatmap(adj, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(adj, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "Adjacency")

labeledHeatmap(TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "TOM")

labeledHeatmap(mTOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity denominator TOM")

labeledHeatmap(m2TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

#textMatrix = signif(TOM, 2),

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 0.3)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity(2) denominator TOM")

dev.off();

The resulting plots are shown in Figure 4. The plot shows that in this example the mcdTOM measure will separate
the blue and turquoise modules, while the plain TOM will not separate them.

4 Problems with quadratic denominators

The above analysis would suggest that it is preferable to use the squared-network-denominator TOM, Equation 24.
Here we analyze a simple example of a large, approximately factorizable module, and show that the squared-network-
denominator TOM leads to problematic results. Consider a single module in which the adjacencies can be expressed
in terms of a conformity vector Ci as

aij = CiCj . (26)

It is easy to calculate connectivity in this network or its power α,

k
(α)
i =

∑
u 6=i

aαiu

= Cαi
∑
u 6=i

Cαu

≈ Cαi A
(α) , (27)
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Figure 4: Adjacency, TOM, mean-denominator TOM, and squared-network-denominator TOM in the simulated
network described in main text in Section 2.b. Each row and column in the heatmaps corresponds to a gene. The
genes are labeled by the colors along the side and bottom of each heatmap: blue color labels the small module M1,
turquoise color labels the large module M2. In the heatmap, white color denotes low values and progressively darker
red higher values. The figure illustrates that the adjacency and, mean-denominator TOM and squared-network-
denominator TOM can separate the blue and turquoise modules, while the standard TOM cannot.
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where we have defined the constant A(α) as
A(α) =

∑
u

Cαu (28)

and we assume that A(α) � 1, i.e. that the module is large.
It follows that the squared-network-denominator TOM of nodes i and j can be approximated as

sdnTOMij ≈
2CiCj
C2
i + C2

j

. (29)

It is easy to see that sdnTOMij is large (near 1) whenever Ci ≈ Cj , and is low when the conformities differ. Below
we provide simulation code that verifies our conclusion.
For completeness, we also give similar approximations for the standard TOM and the mean-denominator TOM:

TOMij ≈ max(Ci, Cj) , (30)

mcdTOMij ≈ 2CiCj
Ci + Cj

. (31)

Thus, TOM values between nodes i and j are given by the larger of the conformities Ci, Cj . This means that TOM
of hub genes with all other genes, even the outlying ones, will be high. On the other hand, the mean denominator
TOM behaves well: it is large only if both Ci and Cj are large, and it is smallest when both Ci and Cj are small.

4.a Simulated example

Here we illustrate the above results in a simulated approximately-factorizable example. We simulate a single module
of 200 genes in 500 samples, starting from a single eigengene and adding progressively more random noise. The genes
are ordered by decreasing simulated conformity. Due to the simulation randomness, the actuall conformities may
differ slightly from simulated ones, but in general they follow the same trend.

nGenes = 200

nSamples = 500

set.seed(3);

v1 = rnorm(nSamples);

data = simulateModule(v1, nGenes);

expr = data;

# Calculate adjacency and TOMs

adj = adjacency(expr, power = 2);

TOM = TOMsimilarity(adj);

m2TOM = meanSquareDenomTOM(adj);

mTOM = meanDenomTOM(adj);

labels = rep("MEturquoise", nGenes);

# Set diagonal to NA for prettier plots

diag(adj) = diag(TOM) = diag(mTOM) = diag(m2TOM) = NA;

# Plot the results

sizeGrWindow(8,8 );

#pdf(file = "Plots/1ModuleExample.pdf", wi = 8, he = 8);

par(mfrow = c(2,2))

par(mar = c(1,1,2,1));

labeledHeatmap(adj, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

checkColorsValid = FALSE,

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "Adjacency")

labeledHeatmap(TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

checkColorsValid = FALSE,

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "TOM")
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labeledHeatmap(mTOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

checkColorsValid = FALSE,

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity denominator TOM")

labeledHeatmap(m2TOM, xLabels = labels, yLabels = labels, colorLabels = TRUE,

checkColorsValid = FALSE,

colors = blueWhiteRed(50, gamma = 1)[25:50], cex.text = 0.6,

setStdMargins = FALSE, cex.axis = 0.6, main = "mean connectivity(2) denominator TOM")

dev.off();

The result is shown in Figure 5. Again, recall that genes nearby in the heatmaps have similar conformities, as
indicated by the left and bottom color bars next to each heatmap. The figure illustrates that the squared-network-
denominator TOM is large for genes with similar conformities (the red color is concentrated along the diagonal). On
the other hand, the standard TOM is high whenever at least one conformity is high. Only the mean connectivity
denominator TOM resembles the adjacency while removing some of the noise.

5 Conclusions

In certain circumstances the original TOM, Equation 3, can cause small modules to be “swallowed” by nearby large
modules. We proposed a simple modification of TOM, Equation 16, that mitigates this problem to some degree,
although it does not prevent it altogether.
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Figure 5: Adjacency, TOM, mean-denominator TOM, and squared-network-denominator TOM in a single, approx-
imately factorizable module. Each row and column in the heatmaps corresponds to a gene. The (approximate)
module conformities are indicated in the color rows to the left and bottom of each heatmap: strong red color indi-
cates high conformity, and weak red color indicates low conformity. In the heatmap, white color denotes low values
and progressively darker red higher values. The figure illustrates that the squared-network-denominator TOM is
large for genes with similar conformities (the red color is concentrated along the diagonal). On the other hand, the
standard TOM is high whenever at least one conformity is high. Only the mean connectivity denominator TOM
resembles the adjacency while removing some of the noise.
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